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Aim & Scope: Syntheses of functionalized biologically active molecules have attracted considerable interest in organic synthesis due to their wide pharmaceutical applications. The synthesis of complex molecules with different active pharmacophores has been achieved by adapting the tailored synthetic approaches. The traditional methods for the synthesis of biologically active molecules have several limitations such as multi-step approach, low isolated yields, longer reaction times, tedious purification procedure, use of toxic catalysts and reagents and harsh reaction conditions. Recently, different modern synthetic strategies have been developed for the construction of bio-active molecules to overcome the limitation of classical methods. Among these one-pot multicomponent reactions, C-H activation reactions, nanocatalysis, reaction under ball milling/microwave conditions/sonication/micro-reactor/visible light etc have been grabbed tremendous attention in terms of clean organic synthesis. This thematic issue intends to highlight the modern progress on the development of various sustainable synthetic strategies for the synthesis of bio-active molecules.
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Subtopic along with Contribution authors
• C-H activation-Annulation
• Micro-reactor and Nano-reactor
• Nanotechnology and Green Chemistry
• One-pot Multicomponent Synthesis
• Microwave Assisted Synthesis of Bio-molecules
• Organic Synthesis under Ultra sound
• Nanocatalysis-A Green Approach
• Heterogeneousa and Homogeneous Catalysis
• Photo-catalytic approach
• Synthesis in Green Solvents like Ionic liquid, water, supercritical CO₂ etc.
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